HINDI 101 A हिन्दी १०१ ए
Autumn 2020

Instructor:

Prem Pahlajrai,
231 Gowen Hall
prem@uw.edu
206-543-4096

Class:

M-F 9:30-10:20 Zoom.

Office Hours: Tue 8:00-9:00, Thu 11:30-12:20
& by appointment, via Zoom.

Texts and Dictionaries:
1. Snell & Weightman. Complete Hindi, 2016. London:
McGraw-Hill. (Book + 2 CDs)
2. Rupert Snell. Read and Write Hindi Script, 2010.
McGraw-Hill.
3. C. Bulke. An English-Hindi Dictionary, 2008. Ranchi:
Catholic Press. [Optional]
4. R. S. McGregor. The Oxford Hindi-English Dictionary,
1993. Oxford University Press. [Online]
Most items are available at the University Bookstore. Some of
you may already own copies of other Hindi-English
dictionaries. Nevertheless, you should still obtain a copy of the
McGregor dictionary, which is superior to other dictionaries in
many important respects.

Overall Goals for Quarter and Year: The main objective for the first-year Hindi course sequence (Hindi 101-102-103) is to
enable students to develop usable proficiency in Hindi in each of a number of distinct skills, namely, speaking, reading, writing,
listening, and knowledge of formal grammar. The course of study is designed in such a way as to enable students to develop their
abilities with regard to each of these skills in a parallel manner. The primary text for the course is the Snell and Weightman
Complete Hindi textbook and CD package, which addresses each of the basic skills. The book contains 18 chapters plus
appendices. We will complete the entire book by the end of Spring Quarter and Chapter 5 by the end of Autumn Quarter. We
will be using the book in a comprehensive matter, which means we will be covering (and students will be responsible for) all
grammar, conversations, readings, vocabulary, etc.
A fundamental goal of the Elementary Hindi program at the University of Washington is learning to read & write Hindi in the
Devanāgarī writing system. We have found over the years that students’ progress in learning Hindi is enhanced greatly if they
learn the writing system as quickly as possible and not approach Hindi through the Roman alphabet (which actually slows down
progress in the language). As a result, the first few weeks of Hindi 101 is mostly spent learning the basic sounds of Hindi and
the elements of the Devanāgarī writing system. We will use Snell's Read and Write Hindi Script in introducing the writing
system. After the writing system has been learned that we move on to grammar, reading, writing, speaking, etc. Once we get
going on our “regular” schedule after the first two weeks, class time is divided into sessions that deal with separate activities
(i.e., grammar, conversation, drill, dictation, reading, listening, etc.)
Grading: The final grade for Hindi 101 is based on the following factors: four unit tests and six vocabulary quizzes (25%); twohour comprehensive final examination (25%); dictations (5%); written homework assignments (25%); preparation for
conversations and speaking ability (10%); and class participation (10%). Your lowest two homework grades and one dictation
score will be forgiven. Opportunities to earn weekly extra credit based on review of material learned (2-5%). There is no
midterm examination, the final exam is cumulative, i.e., you will be tested on everything that was taught in the quarter.

Policy on Handwriting: Neatness counts. You are expected to write all of your Hindi in an acceptable handwriting. In order to
assist you in developing such a handwriting, you are required to turn in all of your work on paper that has been ruled specially
for writing in Devanāgarī. This paper is similar to the paper that is sold for pedagogical use in India. Each student is supplied
with a 2-sided sheet of this paper. Please either print out more copies or photocopy this for doing your homework. Ensure that
the lines are not darker than your handwriting. In addition, all homework is to be done in pencil, with no crossovers or crossouts (i.e., errors are to be erased and corrected). Write out the question and then your answer either beside or below it.
Homework written in unacceptably sloppy handwriting will be graded down. Students are advised to invest in a good eraser and
a mechanical pencil. Please staple together multiple sheets before submitting your HW.
Extra-Credit: To reinforce the grammar and vocabulary being learned, from Week 4 onwards, you have the opportunity to turn
in at least ten Hindi sentences (with your English translations) which use the grammar and vocabulary learned in the past week.
While these assignments are optional, it will be in your best interest to undertake this exercise as it will provide a good review
and practice of what you are learning. From time to time, there will be other opportunities to earn extra-credit as well, these will
be announced in class. The extra-credit assignments will cumulatively contribute an extra 2-4% to the overall grade (exact
number to be determined at the end of the quarter).
Policy on Late Homework Assignments, Missed Quizzes, Attendance and Related Matters: Each written homework
assignment will be graded on a ten-point scale. Missing or unexcused late homework will earn a reduced grade possibly
zero. You are encouraged to always turn in all HWs, even if late: you will learn the language through doing the HWs. Makeup
examinations will be given only under exceptional circumstances, such as death in the family, serious illness, etc. All homework
assignments are to be turned in at the beginning of class on the day due. Classes will begin promptly at 30 minutes past the hour
and students are expected to be in class on time and stay through the entire 50 minutes. Vocabulary quizzes, dictations and unit
tests will be administered at the start of class and will be for a fixed time, late arrivals will not be given extra time. Students
should take note of the dates of quizzes and examinations (including the final examination). Requests for the rescheduling of
examinations are not granted. NOTE CAREFULLY THE DATE & TIME OF THE UNIT TESTS & FINAL EXAMINATION.
IT IS NOT PERMITTED TO TAKE THE EXAMINATIONS EARLY. Make your travel plans for the holidays accordingly .
Attendance and Student Responsibility. Students enrolled in Hindi 101 are expected to attend all class sessions and are held
responsible for material covered in those sessions. If for any reason you are unable to attend a class session, it is your
responsibility to find out from another student what was covered in that session and whether any assignments or instructions
were given out while you were absent. Attendance will be taken in each class. It is in your best interests to inform your
instructor at the earliest possible regarding any circumstances that might cause you to miss class. While in class, your conduct
needs to be such that a conducive learning environment is maintained for all. Students engaging in behavior that distracts other
students or interferes in the ability of the instructor to teach will be asked to leave the classroom and will be considered as absent
on that day. Use of cell phones and personal audio devices and laptop computers is not permitted during class. Use of such
items during tests is grounds for disqualification of one’s score in that particular test. In light of the growing evidence of the
negative correlation between multi-tasking and academic performance, it is strongly recommended that you set your cell
phones away from you while studying Hindi.1
Religious Accommodations: Washington state law requires that UW develop a policy for accommodation of student absences
or significant hardship due to reasons of faith or conscience, or for organized religious activities. The UW’s policy, including
more information about how to request an accommodation, is available at Faculty Syllabus Guidelines and Resources.
Accommodations must be requested within the first two weeks of this course using the Religious Accommodations Request form
available at: https://registrar.washington.edu/students/religious-accommodations-request/
Enrollment Restrictions: Because it is quite possible that students enrolled in Hindi 101 may already have some exposure to or
proficiency in Hindi, it is important that the University of Washington policy concerning taking language courses at the first and
second-year level be understood. This policy reads as follows:
First-year (elementary) or second-year (intermediate) foreign-language credit is not granted either by examination or by course completion in a
student’s native language. “Native language” is defined as the language, or one of the languages, spoken in the student’s home during the first six
years of his or her life and in which he or she received instruction through the seventh grade.

Students who misrepresent the extent of their background so as to gain entrance to a course at the elementary of intermediate
level may be dropped from the rolls of that course. Students who have questions as to whether they are prohibited from taking
Hindi 101 according to this policy should speak with one of the instructors so as to obtain a suitable placement in a Hindi course
at the appropriate level.

1

Womack, Juliet M. and McNamara, Corinne L. (2017) "Cell Phone Use and Its Effects on Undergraduate Academic Performance," The
Kennesaw Journal of Undergraduate Research. 5.1. DOI: 10.32727/25.2019.17

International Students Taking Classes from Outside the US: Faculty members at U.S. universities – including the University
of Washington – have the right to academic freedom which includes presenting and exploring topics and content that other
governments may consider to be illegal and, therefore, choose to censor. Examples may include topics and content involving
religion, gender and sexuality, human rights, democracy and representative government, and historic events. If, as a UW student,
you are living outside of the United States while taking courses remotely, you are subject to the laws of your local jurisdiction.
Local authorities may limit your access to course material and take punitive action towards you. Unfortunately, the University of
Washington has no authority over the laws in your jurisdictions or how local authorities enforce those laws. If you are taking
UW courses outside of the United States, you have reason to exercise caution when enrolling in courses that cover topics and
issues censored in your jurisdiction. If you have concerns regarding a course or courses that you have registered for, please
contact your academic advisor who will assist you in exploring options.
Issues with Instruction: If you have any concerns about the course or your instructor, please see the instructor about these
concerns as soon as possible. If you are not comfortable talking with the instructor or are not satisfied with the response that you
receive, you may contact the Chair of the Dept. of Asian Language and Literature, Dr. Zev Handel, Gowen 225, (206) 543-4996,
zhandel@u.washington.edu.

HINDI 101 िहन्दी १०१
AUTUMN QUARTER 2020
via Zoom
9:30 -10:20

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY
Oct 2
Hindi Script & Phonology, cont’d
Hindi consonants (RWHS 3)
Oct 9
Consonant clusters, cont’d.
Oct 16
Conversation 1a; Grammar 1.1-2:
pronouns, होना, क्या
Oct 23
Test on TYCH, Chapter 1

WEEK 1

Sep 23

Sep 24

Sep 30 First day of classes
Introduction to course

WEEK 2

Oct 5
Hindi consonants

Oct 6
Hindi vowels (RWHS 4)

Oct 7
Script Review, Alphabetical Order

Oct 1
Intro to Hindi Script & Phonology
(RWHS 1-2)
Oct 8
Consonant clusters (RWHS 6)

WEEK 3

Oct 12
Conjuncts, Script Drills & Review
Reading Practise

Oct 13
Review and exercises on script
(RWHS 1-4,6)

Oct 14
More review and exercises on script
(RWHS 1-4,6)

Oct 15
Test on writing system
(RWHS 1-4,6)

WEEK 4

Oct 19
Grammar: 1.3-5: nouns, adjectives,
simple sentences

Oct 21
Dictation
Drills based on TYCH 1

WEEK 5

Oct 26
Grammar: 2.1-4: Interrogatives, adj.
agreement, conventions
Nov 2 Sun: End DST-Fall back 1hr
TYCH 2 Drills & Review

Oct 20
Additional material on script,
(RWHS 7)
Conversation 1b
Oct 27
Conversation 2a

Oct 22
Vocabulary quiz on TYCH 1
and #s 0-10
Script, Grammar review
Oct 29
Dictation, Conversation 2b
Drills on Chapter 2
Nov 5
Drills on Oblique case

Nov 9
Vocabulary quiz on TYCH 3 and #s
20-30; Conversation 3b
Nov 16
Grammar 4.3-5: Comparatives,
को-constructions, Vocative

Nov 10
Chapter 3 Review and Drills
Nov 17
Dictation
Conversation 4a

Oct 28
Additional material on script
(RWHS 8)
Nov 4
Grammar: 3.1-4: Post-positions,
Oblique case
Nov 11
VETERANS DAY
HOLIDAY
Nov 18
Vocabulary quiz on TYCH 4 and
#s 30-40

WEEK 9

Nov 23
Test on TYCH Chapter 4

WEEK 10

Nov 30
Grammar: 5.3-5: का, को+dir./ind. obj.,

Nov 24
Grammar: 5.1-.2: Infinitives,
Imperatives
Dec 1
Drills on Chapter 5

Nov 25
Dictation
Conversation 5a
Dec 2
Conversation 5b

WEEK 6
WEEK 7
WEEK 8

Nov 3
Test on TYCH, Chapter 2

Nov 12
Test on TYCH Chapter 3
Nov 19
Dictation
Conversation 4b
Nov 26-27

WEEK 11

Dec 7
Test on TYCH, Chapter 5

Dec 8
Review session

Dec 9
Review session

FINALS
WEEK

Dec 14

Dec 15

Dec 16

Dec 17

FINAL EXAM—8:30-10:20

Nov 13 �दवाली (on Sat)
Grammar 4.1-2: था etc., तो
Nov 20
Chapter 4 Review and Drills

THANKSGIVING VACATION

Dec 3
Vocabulary quiz on TYCH 5
and #s 40-50;
Chapter 5 Review and Drills
Dec 10
Review session

pron.+को

Oct 30
Vocabulary quiz on TYCH 2 and
#s 10-20; Review
Nov 6
Dictation, Conversation 3a

Dec 4
Chapter 5 Review and Drills

Dec 18

Dec 11 Final day of classes
Dictation portion of final exam
Review

Zoom

TYCH = Teach Yourself Complete Hindi RWHS =Read and Write Hindi Script

In the absence of an abbreviation, references are to TYCH.

Hindi 101
Homework Assignments for Weeks 1-3
For Thursday, October 1
• Read carefully the course handouts given out in class. You are responsible for understanding and
complying with all the information given out in the syllabus, be sure to seek any necessary clarifications
at the start of class.
• Read RWHS, Units 1 and 2.
For Friday, October 2
• Read carefully RWHS, Unit 3, Consonants.
For Monday, October 5
• Review RWHS, Unit 3
• Look ahead at the HW due for Tuesday, and get started with the consonants (HW1a) taught in class, and
some exercises from HW1c.
For Tuesday, October 6
• Read carefully RWHS, Unit 4, Vowels.
• [HW1a] Print out HW1a from the class website and write out the consonants from क through ह in the
space provided beside each sample, duplicating the alignment and proportions. Write each consonant
cleanly three times. (You are encouraged to practice writing the consonants out multiple times on a
separate printout). Write in pencil. Make sure that your Hindi writing fits within the ruled lines in the
manner described in class.
• [HW1b] Pick an Indian name you wish to be known by in Hindi class. You will (later) learn to write this
name in Devanāgarī and turn in all your HWs under this name. For now, provide the Romanized version
of your chosen name. This name can be any validly occurring Indian name, so long as it meets the
instructor’s approval.
For Wednesday, October 7
• [HW1c] Do in writing RWHS exercises 1-3 (pp. 25, 27, 29-30). Make sure to use a copy of the ruled
paper passed out in class and to write in pencil (despite the recommendation in the textbook to write with
a pen). Make sure that your Hindi writing fits in the ruled paper in the prescribed manner. Always write
the question first then your answer beside it – this ensures that you get maximum Devanāgarī practice.
Pay careful attention to the diacritics (the dots and lines below/above letters) in the
Romanized/transcribed words. Do not write in the space between groups of 5 lines, and do not skimp on
paper at the cost of neatness.
• [HW2a] Print out HW2a from the class website and write out the vowels and syllables in the space
provided, in pencil, cleanly three times.
• Learn the order of vowels and consonants as given on the supplemental sheet passed out in class on the
first day.
For Thursday, October 8
• [HW2b] Do in writing RWHS exercises 4-8 (pp. 33-34, 35-36, 39, 41).
• [HW2c] Do in writing RWHS exercises 9-11 (pp. 43, 45, 47). Provide Romanization of the Devanāgarī.
Note: In exercise 10, fifth word has a typo, it should be jāegā.
• Read carefully RWHS, Unit 6, Conjuncts. You may find this a bit tricky, but don't panic. We'll go over
it carefully in class.
For Friday, October 9
• Review RWHS, Unit 6, Conjuncts.
• Read the Introduction to the Oxford Hindi-English dictionary online.

Over 

For Monday, October 12
• [HW2d] Print out the Conjunct Practice Worksheet from the class website and write out the samples in
the space provided, three or more times.
• [HW2e] Do in writing RWHS exercises 12-16 (pp. 56, 59, 67, 70, 75). Provide Romanization of the
Devanāgarī. Note: Ex. 14, fifth word, अट्ठाईस, is incorrectly translated – it should be twenty-eight.
• [HW2f] Do the Dictionary Drill exercise (handed out in class earlier).
• [HW2g] Turn in your chosen “Indian name” written in Devanāgarī, with its dictionary meaning.
• Read Conversation 1a in TYCH as you listen to it on the CD. You should be able to read it without
looking at the Romanization in the text.
For Tuesday, October 13
• Review Devanāgarī script (RWHS Units 1-4, 6).
For Wednesday, October 14
• Continue to review Devanāgarī script (RWHS Units 1-4, 6).
• In class: review for upcoming test.
For Thursday, October 15
• Prepare for written test on the Devanāgarī writing system. This quiz is on the content of RWHS, Units
2-4 and 6. You are responsible for the written forms of Devanāgarī characters, transcription from
Roman in Devanāgarī and vice versa, the Devanāgarī alphabetic order, and the formation of basic
consonant clusters. (You will not be required to sound out Hindi words or write them down from oral
prompts).
For Friday, October 16
• Read carefully TYCH, pages 3-5, paying careful attention to the grammar in 1.1 (personal pronouns and
the verb 'to be') and 1.2 (questions and answers).
• Review Conversation 1a which we had looked at for Monday.
For Monday, October 19
• Read TYCH 1.3-1.5 (nouns, adjectives, simple sentences)
• [HW3a] Do in writing TYCH exercises 1a and 1b. Write the entire sentence for Exercise 1a, and also
write out the Devanāgarī passage in Exercise 1b. Don’t write out the Romanized versions. Be sure to
translate both exercises.
For Tuesday, October 20
• Read TYCH Conversation 1b and listen to it on the CD.
• Read carefully RWHS, Unit 7 (pages 76-86).
• [HW3b] This homework assignment is to be turned in and will be graded:
Translate the following sentences into Hindi, using the grammar and vocabulary from TYCH 1.
1. The house is empty.
2. One room is very small but the other rooms are large.
3. There are two tables, one red chair, three fans, a cupboard, and a large bed.
4. Are the chairs OK?
5. Hindi, Punjabi and Gujarati are Indian languages.
6. This big garden is very beautiful and clean.
7. These small birds are very beautiful.
8. Are these new cars Indian? They are not Indian, they're Russian.
9. This white bicycle is quite old.
10. Paternal Uncle (use –जी) and Grandmother (use – जी)are good people.
11. But these old men are not good. Both [of them] are lazy (आलसी).

नाम

तारीख़

HW2f

Hindi 101A – Dictionary Drill
This HW is designed to help you get familiar with your Oxford Hindi-English Dictionary, and to acquire the
skills you will need to use it effectively, and to understand the ordering of Devanāgarī words. You are asked to
look up the following words in the dictionary and note down some basic information about these words.
For each grouping of words given below, first write number to the left the words in the sequence that you think
they will occur in the dictionary. Then look up the words and provide the following from their entries:
1) Romanization (following RWHS conventions), 2) Part of speech (PoS), 3) Gender (G), if it is a noun, 4)
First meaning listed, 5) Page on which found. It is possible that you may have to cross-reference another entry
for an alternate spelling to find the meaning.
Roman, PoS, Meaning
G

#

Pg.

Roman, P.o.S., Meaning
G

#

आकलन

कापी

अक़्ल

कापना

अकल

कँ पाना

कं प

काँपना

कं त

कँ पना

कप

क़तार

कण

क़त्ल

क़ौम

क�ल

कौवा

Pg.

नाम

तारीख़

Roman, PoS, Meaning
G

#

HW2f

Pg.

Roman, P.o.S., Meaning
G

#

कु प

क्य�

कु प्पा

क्या

�म

क्योड़ा

�ांित

क्षण

कृ पा

क्षु�

कमर्

क्षे�

Pg.

Lastly, write out all the 29 words given to you in this exercise in their dictionary sequence (without using their
page numbers ):

Alphabetic Order and Transliteration Conventions for Devanāgarī
Vowels:
अ( )a

आ(

एe

ऐ ai

)ā

Consonants:
V- AV- A+

इi
ओ(

ईī
)o

V+ A-

औ(

उu

ऊū

ऋ r̥

) au

V+ A +

Nasal

क् k (क़् q)

ख् kh (ख़् kh) ग् g (ग़् g)

घ् gh

ङ् ṅ

Velar

च् c

छ् ch

ज् j (ज़् z)

झ् ( )jh

ञ् ñ

Palatal

ट् ṭ

ठ् ṭh

ड् ḍ (ड़् ṛ)

ढ् ḍh (ढ़् ṛh)

ण् ṇ

Retroflex

त् t

थ् th

द् d

ध् dh

न् n

Dental

प् p

फ् ph (फ़ f)

ब् b

भ् bh

म् m

Labial

य् y

र् r

ल् l

व् v

श् ś

ष् ṣ

स् s

ह् h

Semi-vowels
Sibilants
Aspirate

Notes:
(1) Nasalized vowels are transliterated with a tilde (~) written over the sign for the
vowel: e.g., आं ā̃ ; उं ũ ; क kī̃. The tilde is used for both anusvāra and candrabindu.
Thus, for example, both एं and एँ are transliterated as ẽ. In standard Hindi dictionaries, a
given vowel in its nasalized form precedes the same vowel in non-nasalized form. Thus,
all words starting with उ and कु are listed after all words starting with उं and कुं
respectively.
(2) The sound visarga (:), used only in certain words of Sanskrit origin, is transliterated
as ḥ. E.g., अतः is transliterated as ataḥ.

नाम

तारीख़

HW_______

http://courses.washington.edu/hindi31x/5linePg.rtf

नाम

तारीख़

HW_______

http://courses.washington.edu/hindi31x/5linePg.rtf

